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In this paper, we propose a framework for rapidly esti-
mating three-dimensional human pose from two cam-
era views. It is based on an evolutionary algorithm.
This system can be applied straightforwardly to inex-
pensive smart devices and used to evaluate multiple in-
dividuals’ calisthenics with two or more smart devices.
On the other hand, in order to verify and evaluate in-
put, Evolutionary Strategy Consensus was introduced
to estimate fundamental matrix between views. The
result shows that two dimensional position of human
joints can be estimated into three dimensional pose
even with errors.

Keywords: Three-dimensional pose estimation, Evolu-
tionary algorithm, Evolutionary Strategy Consensus

1. Introduction

With the development of technology, human life ex-
pectancy has attained its maximum in recorded history.
However, this has resulted in another scenario wherein
the percentage of the elderly in the world population is
increasing. Studies have shown that cognitive capability
decreases with the normal aging of humans. This sce-
nario causes significantly more accidents and cognition-
associated diseases [1]. Meanwhile, physical exercise is
considered to be one of the most effective solutions for
this issue. The results of observational studies in [2]
demonstrated a strong relationship between physical ex-
ercise and cognitive capability, particularly in the elderly.
Elders who continue exercising would be less likely to de-
velop cognitive diseases than individuals who do not.

Based on this, most physical exercises generally require
the assistance of therapists during practice, and individu-
als who exercise at home have less capability for evaluat-
ing their performances accurately. This has resulted in the
increasing requirement for practice monitoring systems,
which enable the elderly to practice at home individually
at their convenient time.

As the key component, the pose estimating system
plays the most important role in these practice monitoring
systems. In contrast to other fields, for a physical exercise
system, therapists evaluate human states according to the
movement of their arms or legs. Meanwhile, most of the
referent studies focused on the evaluation of human pos-

ture with high accuracy, rather than the convenience and
affordability for ordinary users. The accuracy of results is
maximized using specific cameras such as depth cameras,
or high-quality computation units for processing.

To facilitate this process and its implementation, in this
paper, we propose a framework that applies an evolution-
ary algorithm to optimize three-dimensional (3D) human
pose from the main view. It provides two-dimensional
(2D) image coordinates of human joints. This system is
lightweight and can be implemented on inexpensive smart
devices, whereby it can be applied conveniently by ordi-
nary individuals at home. To reduce the error caused by
faulty identification of human joint, an additional image
view for fundamental matrix estimation is introduced for
correction. Compared with those in previous studies, the
proposed method is lightweight and can be implemented
in simple smart devices. In addition, calibration for ac-
quiring camera parameters (which was generally required
for most referent studies) is unnecessary. In order to ver-
ify and correct 2D coordinates position, we introduced
multiple view for improving the estimation result.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 introduces related works on human pose esti-
mation. Section 3 explains our proposed framework for
estimating 3D human poses. It also explains our strategy
for solving the problem of errors caused while acquiring
a 2D human pose. In Section 4, the experimental results
are provided to demonstrate our method. The conclusion
and future extensions are presented in the final section

2. Related Work

Vision-based estimation of human pose has become
one of the most popular research topics in the past decades
[8][13]. The methods of pose estimation can largely be
divided into two categories depending on whether prior
knowledge is used: model-based and model-free [6].

In the early years, researchers focused on identifying
2D human poses because of hardware limitations. In [9],
human pose estimation was formulated as a jigsaw puzzle
problem in which the body-part tiles maximally cover the
foreground region, match local image features, and sat-
isfy body plan and color constraints. However, 2D human
pose estimation is occasionally insufficient because of the
loss of spatial information.

The improvement of devices (e.g., the development of
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Fig. 1. Process flow of proposed method

depth cameras) has enabled the capture of 3D coordinates.
This has, in turn, enabled the estimation of 3D human
pose estimation [10]. In [11], the authors proposed a
method to rapidly and accurately predict the 3D positions
of body joints from a depth image by utilizing random for-
est algorithms. This system runs at 200 frames per second
on consumer hardware and shows high accuracy on both
synthetic and real test sets.

Rather than acquiring 3D data directly, a few re-
searchers estimated 3D human poses by utilizing multiple
views. In [12], the authors estimated the 3D pose of multi-
ple humans using multiple calibrated cameras. They first
created a reduced state space by triangulating the corre-
sponding body joints obtained from part detectors in pairs
of camera views. Then, they introduced a novel 3D picto-
rial structure (3DPS) model for inferring 3D human body
configurations from the reduced state space.

3. Human pose estimation

Notwithstanding the remarkable performance of the
previous methods mentioned above, many problems exist,
particularly constraints and the computation cost of esti-
mation. Either specific devices (such as depth cameras) or
more than three cameras are necessary. In this section, we
explain our proposed method to address these constraints.
It can be implemented in at most two smart devices. In
the first step, the lengths of the upper and lower arms are
initialized. This is captured by the camera with the main
view. The fundamental matrix between the main camera
view and sub camera view is estimated by the coordinates
of the captured joints. It is used to correct the coordinates
of the fault human joints. The process flow of the pro-
posed method is illustrated in Fig. 1.

3.1. Acquisition of 2D human joint position
The first step in our proposed method is to acquire 2D

human skeletons captured by smart devices. Although

Fig. 2. Illustration of experimental setup.

there are many restrictions on 3D human pose identifi-
cation, 2D human pose estimation using deep neural net-
works still achieves a high accuracy [3]. [4] proposed a
robust and real-time monocular six-degree-of-freedom re-
localization convolutional neural network called PoseNet.
It is also capable of detecting a human body’s joints in
real-time [5] with inexpensive devices.

We set up two smart devices as shown in Fig. 2. Each
joint in the 3D space Pi is projected onto two images pi

1
and pi

2, which refer to two image coordinates.
It should be noted that it is necessary to define the

length of the human arm in the initial step of the system.
In this step, users are instructed to adopt the T-pose to ver-
ify l1 and l2, which represent the lengths of the lower and
upper arms, respectively. These two values are used in the
following steps.

3.2. Correction of human joint with fundamental
matrix

Notwithstanding the performance of 2D skeleton joint
estimation, information loss is caused by projection from
3D to 2D. Meanwhile, certain joints are not detectable be-
cause of the accuracy. This could result in a large predic-
tion error. In this section, we explain our strategy to solve
this problem. It involves the introduction of an additional
view to improve the accuracy and reduce the instability
simultaneously.

As shown in Fig. 2, we denote the projection points of
the arbitrary 3D joint P as p1 and p2. Thus, the following
equations are satisfied:

w1p1 = w1

 u1
v1
1

= A[R1|t1]P . . . . . . (1)

w2p2 = w2

 u2
v2
1

= A[R2|t2]P . . . . . . (2)

where R and t represent the rotational matrix and trans-
form vector, respectively, and A is the projection matrix.
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The relationship between P and p1 , p2 can be calculated
as follows:

p1
T Fp2 = 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (3)

where F is the so-called fundamental matrix. It con-
tains nine elements.

Considering the number of parameters, at least eight
corresponding points are required to estimate the previous
formula [?]. Once the F between the two camera views is
verified, the epipolar line in one view is calculated by the
corresponding point in another view:

l1 = FT p2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (4)

l2 = Fp1
T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (5)

According to the epipolar geometry, the corresponding
point of pl should lie on the epipolar line l2, i.e.,

‖l1, l2‖2 = ‖FT p2, Fp1
T‖2 = 0 . . . . . (6)

To address the error, for a captured time-series data of
human pose, suppose that the image position of the joint
in the main view p1 at time t, is set as

p̂t
1 = {

pt
1 i f d1 or d2 < τ

p̂t−1
1 +vt

1 otherwise
. . . . (7)

Where d1 and d2 represent ‖FT p2,Fp1
T‖2 and

‖FT p̂2,Fp1
T‖2 respectively. For point in another view p̂t

1,
it is updated as

p̂t
2 = {

pt
2 i f d3 or d4 < τ

p̂t−1
2 +vt

2 otherwise
. . . . (8)

where d3 and d4 represent for ‖FT p2,Fp1
T‖2 and

‖FT p̂2,F(p1 +vt
1)

T‖2 respectively, and τ is the threshold
of the estimated Sampson distance, vt

1 and vt
2 are defined

as:

vt
1 = p̂t−1

1 − p̂t−2
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . (9)

vt
2 = p̂t−1

2 − p̂t−2
2 . . . . . . . . . . . . (10)

3.3. Estimation of fundamental matrix
For two different views, 3D point large P = [X ,Y,Z]T

project on these two views as p1 = [u1,v1,1]T , p2 =
[u2,v2,1]T and p prime, there is a 3 by 3 fundamental ma-
trix F that satisfies equation like this.

[
u1 v1 1

] f1 f2 f3
f4 f5 f6
f7 f8 f9

 u2
v2
1

= 0 . (11)

Since the scale of fundamental matrix F is unfixed, 8
point-pairs are needed in order to estimate F. The rela-
tionship of feature points is clear. For example, in fig.3
point of left wrist in view one must corresponds to point
of left wrist in view 2. However, since possibility of er-
rors caused by fault detection or occlusion, it is necessary
to filter these point pairs, which is called outlier in fig.3.

In order to reduce outlier and estimate fundamental
matrix by inlier point pairs, we introduced Evolution-

Fig. 3. Illustration of inlier and outlier points.

Fig. 4. processing flow of ESSAC.

ary Strategy Consensus(ESSAC). The process flow is ex-
plained in Fig. 4.

3.4. Modeling of upper limbs
To explain our method clearly, we describe the upper

limbs as an example (rather than the entire skeleton) in
the following section.

As stated previously that we suppose the length of arms
l1 and l2 are known and fixed, any posture for a single arm
can be represented as:

g∗ = {θ ∗1 ,θ ∗2 ,θ ∗3 ,θ ∗4 } . . . . . . . . . . (12)

This is illustrated in Fig. 5. To verify the movement by
previous rotational angles, it is necessary to calculate the
position of the joints (elbow and wrist in this study). As
a common structure form [14], we utilized the Denavit-
Hartenberg (DH) representation for calculating the posi-
tion of the elbow and wrist by modeling the forward kine-
matics of human upper limbs.

The (DH) parameters are named after Denavit and
Hartenberg who introduced this representation in 1955
[?, ?]. It calculates the coordinate transformation frame-
by-frame and makes a list of parameters (four parameters
for each transformation):
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Fig. 5. Illustration of model of arm joints. θ1,θ2,θ3 and θ4represents for the movement of upper rotation, forward/backward,
upward/downward, and rotation of elbow, respectively.

Table 1. DH representation of left arm.

index α a d β

1 θ1 0 0 0
2 0 θ2 +

π

2 0 0
3 θ3 0 l1 0
4 θ4 0 l2 0

1. Rotation angle α about x-axis
2. Translation a along x-axis
3. Translation d along z-axis
4. Rotation angle β along z-axis.
Because all of the coordinate systems satisfy the con-

straint, all of the transformations can be represented by a
set of quadruple parameters as

Tj = Tβ j Td j Ta j Tα j . . . . . . . . . . . . (13)

where Tβ j ,Td j ,Ta j ,Tα j ,( j ∈ m) represent the rotation
matrix of the four steps listed above.

Because the length of the upper limbs is known and
fixed, the coordinates of the elbow and wrist from the
shoulder in real space can be estimated by DH represen-
tation as follows:

[Pelbow,Pwrist ] = DH(g∗) . . . . . . . . . (14)

where Pelbow and Pwrist are constructed as:

Pelbow = [p1
1, p1

2, p1
3]

T . . . . . . . . . . (15)

Pwrist = [p2
1, p2

2, p2
3]

T . . . . . . . . . . (16)

which represent the ground truth 3D coordinates of the
elbow and wrist, respectively. The DH parameters are
listed in Table 1

3.5. Estimation of rotational joint variables
Because the position of human joints is known, typical

solutions generally utilize backward kinematics to calcu-
late the joint variables. However, in this study, it was
possible to obtain a 3D image coordinate. This enabled
the direct calculation of the joint variables. Therefore, in
this study, we utilized the steady-state genetic algorithm

(SSGA), which is a type of genetic algorithm (GA) for the
predicting arm movement.

For the GA, the ith candidate agent can be represented
as:

gi = (θ i
1,θ

i
2,θ

i
3,θ

i
4) . . . . . . . . . . . (17)

According to the previous section, the positions of the
elbow and wrist can be calculated according to the previ-
ous DH representations as:

[Qi
elbow,Q

i
wrist ] = DH(gi) . . . . . . . . . (18)

where

Qi
elbow = [qi,1

1 ,qi,1
2 ,qi,1

3 ]T . . . . . . . . . (19)

Qi
wrist = [qi,2

1 ,qi,2
2 ,qi,2

3 ]T . . . . . . . . . (20)

represents the prediction of the 3D positions of the el-
bow and wrist, respectively.

Considering the complexity of the calculation and er-
rors that can be omitted, we assume that the projection
matrix is

A =

[
1 0 0
0 1 0

]
. . . . . . . . . . . (21)

Therefore, the fitness value of ith agent can be evaluated
by the fitness function:

f (gi) = ∑
2
m=1 wm · ‖APm−AQi

m‖2

= ∑
2
m=1 wm ·∑2

n=1 ‖pm
n −qi,m

n ‖2 . . . . (22)

where wm represents the weight of the different joints.
It should be noted that only two values are defined:
Qi

elbow,Q
i
wrist . It is apparent that when f i is approximately

zero, the more possibility of this agent would be.

Algorithm 1 Steady State Genetic Algorithm
initialize population
while termination criteria is reached do

select best and worst agent
randomly select agent
worst agent crossover with probability
worst agent mutation with probability
fitness calculation

end while
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Table 2. Rotational range of joint variables for left and right
arms.

Left arm Right arm
Variable min max Variable min max

θ1 −π

2
π

2 θ1 −π

2
π

2
θ2 −π

2
π

2 θ2 −π

2
π

2
θ3 0 3π

4 θ3 − 3π

4 0
θ4 0 3π

4 θ4 − 3π

4 0

Table 3. Comparison of performance between the cases
with and without fundamental matrix correction, based on
DTW score.

zero noise
added

10% noise
added

20% noise
added

without fundamental
matrix correction

21.12 41.70 188.08

with fundamental
matrix correction

15.11 19.29 23.78

In contrast to the standard GA (wherein all the agents
need to be updated), in the SSGA, only the worst can-
didate is replaced with a candidate solution generated by
the crossover and mutation. The process is shown in Al-
gorithm 1. It is an elitist crossover in which an individual
is selected randomly, and a new individual is generated by
combining genetic information of the selected individual
and that of the best one. The worst individual is updated
as follows:

θ
f worst

i ← θ
f c

i +(α ·
θ

f c

i −θ
f best

i

θ
f worst

i −θ
f best

i

+β ) ·N(0,1)(23)

Where c represents the randomly selected candidate.
N(0,1) is a random value of the Gaussian distribution
with a mean of zero and variance of one. Based on the
calculation of SSGA, the best agent is selected to repre-
sent the current arm gesture after the iterations.

4. Experimental result

We first consider that the feasible moving range for hu-
man arms is limited. Furthermore, we set up the range of
rotational angles for the two arms as shown in Table 2.

To test the performance with noise, we mixed noise of
different amounts. To evaluate the similarity between two
poses, we introduced dynamic time wrapping (DTW) as
an evaluation algorithm. The DTW score tends to zero if
the two poses are similar. A comparison of DTW scores is
shown in Table.3. It is apparent that the two methods per-
form almost similarly when no noise is included. How-
ever, the performance would be higher because the noise
is increased.

In the next step, we attempted to apply it to a real im-
plementation. Considering the computational capability

and cost, in this experiment, we utilized the iPod touch
(7th generation) as the main device. PoseNet is capable
of identifying human poses by detecting 17 key points in
human joints. In this study, we tested only the exercises
of the upper body. Therefore, only six joints were consid-
ered: left shoulder, left elbow, left wrist, right shoulder,
right elbow, and right wrist. It is capable of performing
the entire system, including the PoseNet deep neural net-
work module with an FPS of 5–10.

In this experiment, we set the main iPod approximately
2 m in front of users and 1.5 m above the ground. The sec-
ond iPod was parallel to the main iPod, which is rotated
around the ground normal by approximately 15o. The cor-
responding joints are labeled and shown. Therefore, it is
feasible to calculate the fundamental matrix directly.

We tested our proposed method with part of poses
forms of calisthenics for rehabilitation in Japan. This ex-
ercise is used by elders to prevent the deterioration of bod-
ily functions. Fig. 6 shows sample evaluated results. In
3D graphs, the blue and green lines represent the left and
right arms, respectively. We also show the performance of
two users. It is apparent that the poses of these two users
have been identified with effective accuracy.

With noise included, we shows the performance in
Fig.7. The first row shows input with incorrect 2D po-
sition in two views, the second row shows the comparison
between single view and multiple view. It is obviously
that comparing with single view, multiple view shows the
better result with incorrect input exit. However, we also
shows the fault case in the last column. It is because in-
correct input happened continuously that affect the pre-
diction, therefore the multiple views did not work.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a three dimension human
pose estimation from two dimensional positions. The pro-
posed method shows the good result, and the its low com-
putation make it possible to run on inexpensive devices.
By introducing multiple views, it is also possible to verify
and correct incorrect input and improve the stability of the
system.
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